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Was brauchst du?
Deinen Personalausweis

Wie lange dauert die Blutentnahme?
7-10 min. - max. 45min. für Aufnahme und Untersuchung

Wie viel Blut wird entnommen?
ca. 500 ml

Was hast du davon?
Du kannst Menschen helfen, erhältst einen Mensagutschein

und die Chance auf einen attraktiven Gewinn!

SPENDE BLUT- RETTE LEBEN

weitere Informationen unter www.studiblut.de

Raum ?

AOK Studenten-Service

 

Socially Responsible Student Projects 

Bachelor-Course of Business Administration / Department of Business and Management 

(3.-5. Semester: Social Innovation - Social Entrepreneurship - Leadership in Social Ventures) 
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‚Social Responsibility in Higher Education‘ needs more than traditional education !  

HERE: 
 

Social student projects 
for more ... 

•  Tolerance ... through dialogue 

•  Quality of life ... through township development 

•  (Further) Education ... for self-empowerment 

•  (New) Business modells ... for self-empowerment 

•  Recycling ... also Upcycling  

•  ... 

•  (Future) qualified employees ... for the region 

2011:  
Student project 

‚Unternehmerfratzen‘ gets 
award of ‚Germany – 

Country of Ideas‘ 

2012:  
Student projects 

‚Unternehmerfratzen‘, 
‚SecBag‘ and ‚iInk‘ win ‚Sife  
Regional Cup‘ of universities 
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‚Social Responsibility in Higher Education‘   
 

- Organization of course and development of student competences - 
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Social competence and self-competence 
('Soft Skills‘), especially: 
•  Individual capabilities and curiosity 

•  ‚Matchmaking‘ of people, projects and project funtions 

•  Team-building, communication and change of perspective l 

Course concept and course contents (3. & 5. semester)  
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21.02.2014 Prof. Dr. Burger-Menzel * Alumna Senior Fellow of GCR21 

Kurs- und Lehrkonzept (Wintersemester: 3. & 5 Semester) 

 
 
 

gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  

 

 
Figure 3.Development of teams (cp. Köppel, P. (2008): p. 297; 

Hofstede, G. (1994): p. 210; Grassmann, O. (2001): p. 94; 
Tuckman, B. W. (1965): p. 396, van Dick, R.; West, M.A. (2005)); 

Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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 Theoretical and methodological competence  

('Hard Skills‘), especially: 
•  (Further)Development of project ideas 

•  Assessment of target groups and their needs 

•  Development of project roadmap and first implementation steps 

Social competence and self-competence 
('Soft Skills‘), especially: 
•  Individual capabilities and curiosity 

•  ‚Matchmaking‘ of people, projects and project funtions 

•  Team-building, communication and change of perspective l 

Course concept and course contents (3. & 5. semester)  
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sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
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team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
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which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
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includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
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team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
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  7  Technische Hochschule Brandenburg · University of Applied Sciences 
Burger-Menzel * Alumna Senior Fellow GCR21 
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•  Semester-based roadmap of project and of own job description 

•  Project realization with acquistion needs and result measurement 

•  Final documentation for new student generation (3. semester)  
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•  Individual capabilities and curiosity  

•  Problem solution and conflict management 

•  Awareness of own competence development and training needs 

Course concept and course contents (4. semester)  
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21.02.2014 Prof. Dr. Burger-Menzel * Alumna Senior Fellow of GCR21 
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
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team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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Burger-Menzel * Alumna Senior Fellow GCR21 

Recruitment of new student leaders 
(leaders‘ team; LT) through teacher 

 
 

teacher & 5. semester (with 1-year experience) jointly 
design semester for new 3. semester,  

especially: 

•  Content needs 

•  Teaching and support formats  

•  Evaluation scheme and documentation formats  

 

Agreement on personal role in LT,  

especially: 

•  Individual capabilities and curiosity 

•  Corresponding training and coaching needs 

Course concept and course contents (voluntary transfer to 5. semester)  

  11  Technische Hochschule Brandenburg · University of Applied Sciences 
21.02.2014 Prof. Dr. Burger-Menzel * Alumna Senior Fellow of GCR21 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  
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Own adaption 
 
The first phase of forming provides the team members with an orientation; they are getting to know 
each other although still heavily dependent on the team leader who should take on a clear leading role 
during this early phase of conceptualization. If the team consists of members from different cultures, it 
is often the case that one culture dominates at this point. It is important that in the initial phase this 
kind of dominance (e.g. using English as team language, rules regarding punctuality etc.) does not gain 
overhand and that cultural differences are accepted because after this phase of euphoria, the second 
phase of storming has the greatest potential for causing conflict and Cultural Shock which means that 
power structures, the distribution of roles and status relationships, prescribed processes as well as the 
position of the leader can be challenged by team members. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the 
groups might be low during this phase. Team members parallely work on subtasks, allocated to them 
on the basis of their strengths in a phase of co-action. This co-action phase is of limited duration and 
includes intensive exchange of information which makes team members realize how potentially valua-
ble cultural diversity can be. Thus, a leader is successful if he or she can establish a climate of mutual 
trust and respect among the members and support the team-building process likewise. Socializing with 
each other in person can often be more effective in this respect than virtual meetings. This trust among 
team members is especially important for teams who are working on development projects in which 
sensitive data and highly innovative ideas are exchanged early on in the project. In spite of constantly 
improving IT solutions, face-to-face communication is necessary to give room to a trust-building pro-
cess. If the team gets through this phase with mutually acceptable problem-solving strategies, it will be 
able to achieve consensus in the following phase of norming. A group feeling and cohesion develops 
and intensifies. The team agrees on common norms and generates an understanding for the otherness 
of the individuals in the team. From an intercultural standpoint, the various behavioral patterns and 
approaches are integrated into a concerted effort to deal with the team’s tasks. It is this integration, 
which demonstrates that intercultural aspects are useful in order to reach intensive coordination efforts 
and thereby common targets.  It is only when this phase ends successfully that the team is able to enter 
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gories are consolidated in an own graph (comp. fig. 3) and further described as a basis for recommen-
dations on how to lead teams.  

 

 
Figure 3.Development of teams (cp. Köppel, P. (2008): p. 297; 
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‚Social Responsibility in Higher Education‘   
 

- Didactics and examination formats - 
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The didactic MIX and its main time slots for application 

Project-based teaching (PL): From 
impulse inputs and group exercises 
... to need-based workshops 

Problem-Based Learning (PBL): ... to 
student ownership of contents and 
processes with coaching 

Service-Learning (SL): ... to context-
based learning through real social 
projects with coaching &  solution-
directed interventions 

  

3. semester 4. semester 5. semester 
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3. semester 4. semester 5. semester 
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Project-based teaching (PL): From 
impulse inputs and group exercises 
... to need-based workshops 

Problem-Based Learning (PBL): ... to 
student ownership of contents and 
processes with coaching 

Service-Learning (SL): ... to context-
based learning through real social 
projects with coaching &  solution-
directed interventions 

  

The didactic MIX and its evaluation formats 
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‚Social Responsibility in Higher Education‘   
 

- Challenges and potential solutions - 
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(Didactic) Challenges: There is NO routine ...  

•  Teacher has conflictive role ‚Coach vs Evaluator‘ -> Student leaders (LT)  as supporting team and ‚peer‘-exchange 

•  There are constantly new project needs -> Interface management with external partners (companies, alumni,...) 

•  Group processes have internal and external conflict potential -> Willingness to constantly (re-)act and LT-support 

•  Real projects have administrative consequences -> Teacher as caretaker of internal and external requirements 

•  Not all projects are (sustainably) successful -> Pool-approach with options in alternative functions and projects: 

„We are Team Brandenburg“  

Meeting point THB, 4:30 a.m.: With the 
mini-bus to ... 
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‚Social Responsibility in Higher Education‘   
 

- Conclusions - 
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Students as 
partners in 
teaching, 
learning & 
evaluation 

Communication, 
transparency &  

dialogue 

Applied theory & 
methodology 

Problem solutions & 
conflict management 

Professional identity, 
personal development & 

ethical values 

‚Teaching social responsibility in higher education‘ needs new concepts of student empowerment 
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Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit 

2007-2017: 
From a teacher‘s initiative  

for more social commitment  
to a module string of 3 semesters  

on ‚social responsibility‘ 

Thank you for your attention. 


